Thank you to our generous donors!

Below is a list of Catholic Charities donors who gave a gift between July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021. An additional thank you to donors who gave anonymously and are not listed.

$1 – $99
John and Vicki Acito
Beth Alexander
Alliance Industries
Marilyn Anchiraico
Solomon Anderson
    Arby's
Fatima Aucapina
William Bagatini
Cari Baloun
Mark and Susie J Beauchot
Rebecca A Beery
    Thomas Bialik
Carol Blackman
Carol L Blauvelt
Margaret M. Boner
    Doris V. Brager
Robert Braun
    Jody L. Brinker
Myron and Eileen Brodmerkel
Rick and Judie Brough
    Laura Brown
Jimmy and Angie Brown
    Marilyn Buckmaster
Joshua Budowski
    R.P. and Anne Buedding
James and Kathleen Bugert
Patrick and Stephanie Burkhart
David and Margaret Burnau
John and Jane Callan
Amy Carter
John and Adriana Centlivre
Richard and Barbara Chakan
Diana Chambers
Tom and Sue Christie
Jean Chrzanowski
Richard and Kathy Coffman
Tammy Bott Cole
Claire M Coleman
John and Julie Connolly
Terrence and Theresa Coonan
Mark and Rita Couture
David and Kathleen Crabtree
Marilyn J Creason
James E. Creps
Joshua and Lyndsay Cross
Mark and Donna Crow
Marilyn Crozier
Tony R. Culver
Scott R Dailey
Bill and Nancy Davenport
Ryan DeBoer
Carolyn DePaolo
John and Mary Lou Derwent
Aline A. Desjardins
William and Carol Donnelly
James and Nancy Dustman
Lawrence and Constance Dygulski
Brendan and Dorothy Egan
Anastasia Marie Envall
ETA Engineering, Inc.
Madonna Everson
David and Christine Fairchild
June Fifer
Ardell Finken
Mary Lou Flaig
Bob and Sherrie Floyd
Sid Foster
Steve and Cheryl Furge
Billie Gienger, Shelia Hovarter and Pamela Gaerte
Anthony Garascia
Rebecca Garcia
Jerome H Geimer
David and Jackie Geimer
Marcella Gerig
Philip and Barbara Gigliotti
Girl Scouts
Francis and Della Goulter
Joshua Grabner
Lana Gray
Larry and Phyllis Gurtner
Wilfred and Madonna Hackbush
Mark and Nancy Hagar
Andrew J. Haiflich
Hallmark Home Mortgage
Jeanette Hatfield
David Hawkins
Michael and Jennifer Hawkins
Collin Hayes
Barbara M Hicks
Christina Hicks
George E Hill
Jerry F. Hipskind
Becky Hoover
Fred and Dianne Horne
Della Huffman
Christopher Hughes
Jana Marie Humphreys
Sarah Hunnefeld
Diane Hunter
Richard and Mary Alice Hutchison
Indiana DOC - Parole Division Anonymous Donors
Jerome and Janet Ivacic
Theodore and Cynthia Jackowiak
Joan M. Jaworski
William and Norma Johnson
Paul Johnston
Timothy Joines
Annie Jorgensen
Margie Kallenback
Neovi M. Karakatsanis
Carrie Elizabeth Karczewski
Betty Kati
George and Tresa Kautz
Todd Barkes and Gary Kearney
Michael B. Keesler
Douglas Keown
Tim and Pat Kerlin
James Kiermaier
Isaac Kimmel
Patrick Kinder
William E. Kline
Alice E Kopfer
Dan and Maria Krach
Julie Kreigh
Kroger
Fr. William Kummer
David and Nicole Kurut
Stephanie Kuruzar
Michele LaCosse
John and Laura LaMaster
Raeanna Lane
Michael Langin
Parry S. Leavell
Regina Leffers
Ken and Debbie Leinweber
Brandon Leist
Tracy M Leopold
Richard and Niang Lian
Rita Linder
Amber Lothamer
Carl and Nancy Louraine
Kitty Lundorf
Mark and Christine E Lyon
Lorna Lytle
Patricia Madden
Martin and Barbara Mahoney
David and Cecilia Manning
Jen Manske
Gayton and Sandra Marks
Don and Ann Marqueling
Martin's Supermarkets
Linda McCarthy
Charles and Georgia McFarland
Justin McLeish
Frederick and Phyllis McNulty
Johanna Meersman
Brian and Emily Mercedes
Tommy and Sandra Mettert
Donald and Laura J Miller
James and Karen Miller
Jerry J. Miller
Richard L. Miller
Ralph Miser
Deborah Mitchell
Mary Lou Monesmith
Maxine Rorick
William Rujevcan
Laura Ryan
Tim and Kathy Ryan
Megan Ryan
Saint Matthew Cathedral School
Micheal and Doreen Sandroni
Ernest L. Wise and Ginger Schneider
Leanne Schneider
Sandra Schock
Robert P. Schowe
Schultheis Agency, Inc.
Mary Semanek
Jon Shaffner
Todd and Beth Shanebrook
Robert and Mary Shoaff
Terry Showen
Zachary Silka
Laurine Skelly
Gretel Smith
Nancy Snyder
Scarlet Sobasky
Mary Lou Sohn
Steve and Jill Sosenheimer
Sandra Springstead
Kyle Stafford
Ted Stanley
Mary Jane Stanley
State Employees Community Campaign
Marilyn Staub
Daniel and Madelyn Strickland
William Strutner
Mary Thallemer
The Festival Choir Inc.
The Massage Center
Patricia Thompson
Riley Thompson
Mark A Thurber
Tish Flooring
Timothy and Marsha Titus
Sandra Tone
Dustin Trahin
Mary Trego
Regina Troyer
Wladimir and Maria Tschebykin
Roger and Martha Tubbs
Robert and Margaret Tull
Mary Tumbleson
United Way of Greater Los Angeles
Christina Unrue
Francis M. Waddell
Marcia Wagner
Donald and Jeanette Wagoner
Marc and Karen Weber
David Wells
Tim and Cathy Wells
Susan Wenger
Richard and Marilyn Widelski
James Wiley
Walter Wood
Steven and Michelle Zawadzki
Donald and Barbara Zimlich
Dennis A. Zmyslo

$100 – $249
Alderfer Investments, Inc.
Patrick and Judith Adamo
Kevin and Lynn Adamson
Gene and Susan Andert
Archie and Susan Armino
Jack and Norene Arnold
   Lucinda Atkinson
   Richard Barrett
   John R. Bauman
   Jeanne Bays
Lawrence and Carla Bienz
Victor and Judith Bobay
   Marsha Bormann
   Mary Borowsksi
Joseph and Pam Brettnacher
   Patricia Ann Brindle
Brothers Of Holy Cross
   Elizabeth Burkhart
   Mary J. Bush
   F.J. Cackowski
   Michael and Julia Carr
Mike and Michelle Castleman
   Kathleen Clairmont
William and Theresa Close
Crossroads United Way
   Robert Current
   Michael and Dee Dahm
Matthew and Rose Daniel
   Regina Deible
   Leonard DeLorenzo
David and Donna Dent
Edward and Betty Dobosz
   Kwajalein Dodd
   Ronald Donkers
   Carole Dornite
Thomas and Roberta Doust
Patrick and Marianne Dunne
Brad and Brenda Durcholz
Kenneth and Barbara Durnil
Daniel and Julie Dwire
Sally Eckrich
Carl and Carol Ehinger
Michael and Catherine Ernst
James and Janet Mellott Family
Richard and Susan L. Farrell Jr.
Vincent and Maria Feck
Caterina Fiacable
Kay Finchum
Thomas and Sheila Fink
Rob and Jill Forte
Steve and Ann Fredrick
Laure Gerardot
Bobby and Gloria Gillenwater
Edward and Cathy Gillig
Mark Gladieux
Mark and Monica Gloudemans
Dorothy and Kathi Gonzalez
Cynthia Gramling
Duane Grate
James Griffith
Joseph Gripenstraw
Robert Gudorf
Mary Ellen Guisinger
Brett and Polly Hagedorn
Carl and Gloria Hansen
Cheryl Hartman
Jeff Hegedus
Alejandro Martinez Hernandez
John and Jane Higgins
Adam Hockemeyer
Diane S Humphrey
Bob and Susan Hurraw
Michael J Huszar
Cynthia Isham

Jill Henderson Charitable Fund a Donor Advised Fund of The US Charitable Gift Trust

Judy Johnson
Nicholas E Johnson
Frank and Jeanette Kam
David and Barbara A Kaminskas
Ed and Judy Keil
Habib and Patty Khorshid
Larry and Karen Kijak
Kevin and Renee Kilbane
Sandra K Kinder
Kenneth Klausing
Cameron Klug
Cindy Kostoff
Walter and Sandy Kowal
Robert Kramer
Kroger (Corporate)
Roger and Janet Kruk
Kevin and Carol Laisure
Jamie and Barbie Lancia
Don and Julie Lauer
Mark W. Leblang
Greg and Kelli Lee
Mark and Dawn Lewis
Brian Lichkay
Mark and Joyce Linder
Bernard Lohmuller
Timothy and Doris Loomis
Pauline Lueken
Cynthia Mainord
Laura Mallozzi
Tom and Joan Marcuccilli
Michael and Ingrid McClain
David and Lora McClamrock
Brian and Lori McComb
Marion McManus
Mitchell James Meersman
Francis P. Meyer
Microsoft
Elaine Montgomery
Glenda Moore
Beverly Morgan
Pamela Nacci
Michael and Mary Nielson
Michael L. Niezgodski
Sylvia Noll
Helen and Michelle Obryant
United Way Of Central Indiana Inc
Office for Civic and Social Engagement Kris Choinacky
Rosemarie O'Grady
Patrick F O'Malley
Diane Ort
Pediatric Associates, Inc.
Barbara Pettit
Cristina Piecuch
Stefan and Maria Pittenger
Tim and Lili Polk
Roger Presl
Randy Raciti
Rodger A Rang
Melissa Rapp
Ed and Mary Raupfer
Raytheon
Brooks and Jessica Reed
Scott and Beth Reiling
Robert Tippmann
Linda Travers
United Way Of Central Indiana, Inc
Kevin and Beth Walsh
Timothy A. Ward
Don and Sharon Weeks
Charles and Deb Whitcraft
Paul and Catherine White
Lance Williamson
Julia Witte
Jerry and Judy Witte
Janice Wolfe-Keen
Lea B. Woodrum
Shirley B. Wright
Rudolph Wuttke
Nicholas Yack
Brad M. Zielinski

$250 – $499
Aalco Distributing Company Inc.
Marshal and Gertrude Akin
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Iota Chi Omega Chapter
AmazonSmile Foundation
Tony and Marie Andorfer
Joseph Baranowski
Joseph A. Bauters
Mark and Kelly Beakas
Robert and Lynn Beckett
William Berry
Patrick and Margaret Beuchel
Jay Blevins Jr.
Amy Bobson
Joe and Katie Brown
Mary Ann Chrustowski
Combined Federal Campaign-CFC
  Tracy A Cross
  Alice Crowley
  Christopher Culver
  Greg and Gretchen Dahm
Dekalb County Farm Bureau
  Kathleen Denice
  William G. Deryk
  David and Judith Didier
  Carrie Dumont Dumont
  Eaton Corporation
  Rev. Edward E. Erpelding Capt. USN (Ret)
  Conor Evans
  Jeffrey and Tina German
  Robert and Stevie Giel
  Andrew and Kathleen Goff
  Richard and Janell Goulding
  L. M. Hawk
  Ryan and Jenine Hembree
  Susann L. Hiatt
  Margaret S. Hnatusko
  Hoham Feed and Seed
  Brian and Molly Horne
Immaculate Conception Catholic Church
  Jones Obenchain, LLP
  Katherine Kagel
  Leo and Martha Kinast
  Allan and Joanne Ladowski
  Karen Lugo Valdez
  Gregory and Katherine Lynch
  Claude and Cathie Markstahler
  Sherry I. Martinkowski
  Patrons Of Martin's Supermarket
  Mishawaka Catholic School
Judith Mockenhaupt
Suzon Motz
Kelli Musselman
Marilyn Myers
Thomas and Helen Nill
Marilyn Nix
Notre Dame Club Of Fort Wayne
Pettisville Meats
Thomas E. Quirk
Martha J Raugh
Ray Huser Foundation, Inc.
Suzanne Reecer
The Residents of Walsh Hall
Larry and Linda P. Riley
Daniel and Rosenberg
Saint Joseph VNA Home Care
Sam and Maggie Schenkel
Charles and Amanda Shepard
Barry and Leabeth Smith
Southside School
Chris and Kristin Spoltman
Martin Hochstetter and Theresa Johns
Gregory and Mary Pat Veerkamp
Mark and Natalie Watson

$500 – $999
Michael Ammer
Brian and Ann Barbieri
Bradley Buttermore
Jason Carley
Greg and June Carlston
Manuel and Kera Cervoni
Thomas and Geraldine Chamberlin
Neil and Kathleen Coonrod
Jack P Covell
Michelle Darrenkamp
Lawrence and Valerie Day
Kyle and Kendra DeVivo
Geraldine Dickey
Richard and Laurie Eppers
Reid Gawthrop
Suzanne Gelchion
Todd Gerardot
Randall Hayes
Jerry and Becky Henry
Joseph and Gail Hickner
Patrick Houlihan
Jill Henderson Charitable Fund
Michael and Connie Joines
Diane Karst
Daniel and Susan Kaufman
Laura Kaufman
Dennis and Mary Ann Ketzenberger
Ryan Kiel
Pat and Kathy Kilbane
David Kinniry
Knights of Columbus Charities USA, Inc.
James and Janice Koday
Michael and Susan D Lee
David Malicki
Joseph Mamo
Steve and Pat McAvoy
Mark and Lisa Meadows
Angela Morse
Bernard and Debra Niezer
Notre Dame Alumni Office
Robert Oswalt
Andrew and Janet Papiernik
Sheila Paris
Salvatore and Lisa Pontecorvo
Richard and Clara Powell
Correne Ramy
Harvey Reichelt
Bishop Kevin C Rhoades
Gerald and Roberta Rohan
Saint Joseph High School
Halle Sanchez
Jon and Linda Scott
Sigma Beta Sorority Inc.
Sisters Of Saint Francis
Robert and Christine Smith
Stephen and Patricia J Spoltman
William Stockinger and Diane Bernardi
Martin Sweigert
Jerry D. Szmanda
Sue Ann Thompson
Tire Rack
Mark J. Ueber
United Way Of Noble County
Gary and Teresa Voirol
Mark Troutman and Ann Wallace
Walters-Doehrman Fund
Gloria Whitcraft
Michael and Ginna Wilkins
Greg and Cindy Wirtner
Evelyn Witte
Michelle Zeiler

$1,000 – $4,999
Adaptek Systems, Inc.
AITF Services LLC
Anonymous - Anonymous - South Bend Area
API Alliance Inc.
Auburn Hills Animal Hospital
Auburn Noon Lions Club
Auburn Parks and Recreation Department
B.P.O. Elks #1978
Daniel Baumgartner
Beca's Bread Brigade
Jared and Jennifer Belyew
Stephen and Elizabeth Brown
Bob and Monica Buescher
Charles Bueter
Carilex Glass Of Indiana, Inc.
Brian and Lisa Casey
Aurelia E Ceckowski
Christ The King Catholic Church
Church Of Jesus Christ Of Latter-Day Saints
D H Jones Family Foundation
Joseph and Karen DePrisco
Divine Mercy Funeral Home
Downtown Auburn Business Association
Dennis F Dykhuizen
Christopher and Carol Ann Eckrich
Edward V and Margaret A Minczeski Fund of the Community Foundation Of St Joseph County Inc
Mike and Janet Ettensohn
Michael and Jane Greener
Habitat for Humanity
Robert and Elsie Hammond
Pat and Jan Hipskind
Holy Cross Catholic Church
Home Depot
Immaculate Conception Church Ladies Guild
Anthony and Ilene Iott
Steven and Teresa Irven
J.A.R. Charitable Foundation, Inc.
John & Johnson
John and Kathleen Julien
Knights Of Columbus Council 9186
Timothy and Karen Koesters
Patricia Ann Kosiak
John Lalor
Floyd and Betty Lou Lancia
Mark and Lisa LeBlanc
Dennis and Marsha Loney
Loyal Order of Moose
Martin F. and Rhonda L. Wieschhaus Charitable Foundation
Materne Inc.
Dean and Margaret Mattson
Seth McDevitt
Bill and Nanette Miller
Max and Jan Moore
Joe and Cheryl Muhler
Thomas K Noll
Office Of The Vice President For Research, University Of Notre Dame
Mike and Deb O'Hara
Randy O'Keefe
Our Sunday Visitor Institute
Josh and Cristina Parrish
Paul E. Sagstetter and Madelyn E. Sagstetter Foundation
Percy Hammond Walsh Foundation
Dennis and Janet Przybyla
Brian Ritz
Robert J. Hiler Family Foundation
Richard Ryan
Saint Charles Borromeo School
Saint Joseph Church Hessen Cassel
Saint Jude Catholic Church
Paul and Kathryn Schoenle
Serim Research Corporation
  Jeffrey Show
Shrader Tire and Oil, Inc.
  Joseph and Judy Smith
Samuel and Sara St. Clair
Russ and Kathy Suever
The Finance Division, University Of Notre Dame
  The Sabbath Gathering
Thomas J. and Elizabeth Naquin Borger Charitable Fund
  Steven and Kim Tippmann
  Peter and Denise Trybula
United Way of Steuben County
University Of Notre Dame - Anonymous
  Upstate Recycling
  Kari and Jeannine Vilamaa
Thomas Skillman and Barbara Wachtman
  Wible Re, Inc.
William and Anna Jean Cushwa Foundation
  Brad and Ryan Wilson
Denny and ClaraMary Winebrenner
  Mark and Kristine Witte

$5,000 – 9,999
Alice L Oser Trust
  Matthew Brady
  Jeffrey and Tiffany Coil
Community Foundation Dekalb County
  Todd and Paulette Davis
  James and Kathy Dougherty
St. Joseph Elementary School
  John and Sharon Fallon
  Robert A Heet
  David and Stacy Hefty
  Martin's Erskine
Mary Louise Lowe Charitable Fund
Stanley and Jane Rich
Saint Vincent De Paul Catholic Church
Gene and Mary Anne Smith
The Weigand Pursley Family Foundation

$10,000 – $24,999
Community Foundation Of Greater Fort Wayne
Florin Family Foundation
James R. Shields Private Foundation
Our Lady Of Victory Missionary Sisters, Inc.
Raskob Foundation For Catholic Activities, Inc.
Dan and Jackie Tippmann
United Way Of Saint Joseph County
Doug and Patti Wood

$25,000 – $49,999
Mary Cross Tippmann Foundation
St. Joseph Community Health Foundation
The Diocese of Fort Wayne-South Bend, Inc.
United Way Of DeKalb County

$50,000 +
John Powell and Kathryn Callen
Foellinger Foundation, Inc
Hutzell Foundation
Sisters Of St. Francis Of Perpetual Adoration
United Way Of Allen County